
Recipient: City of Austin, Texas and CITY OF AUSTIN HISTORIC LANDMARK

COMMISSION

Letter: Greetings,

Please help save Pine Street Station!



Comments

Name Location Date Comment

ELIZABETH Purcell austin, TX 2015-09-30 To save the reason Austin became the Art and Music Capital of the United

States

Christopher Kinlaw San Francisco, CA 2015-09-30 I believe the Pine Street station building can be restored and incorporated into

the Plaza Saltillo development plan.

Pamela Booton Austin, TX 2015-10-02 Pine Street Station and artist Reji Thomas have contributed so much to our

Austin art community! Thank you all for signing!

Lowell White Austin, TX 2015-10-02 Pine Street Station is an important part of our community!

Aubrey Parker Port Lavaca, TX 2015-10-02 Regi belongs here as a world class artist!

Rebecca Arthur Buda, TX 2015-10-03 I was there! Reggie allowed me to sell paintings in her studio at East Austin

Studio Tour! Reggie is amazing and tireless in her efforts to promote art to the

public, and help newbie artists. Long Live Pine Street Station. Thank you,

Reggie

Susan Haney Austin, TX 2015-10-03 Reji and the Pine Street Station are important to East Austin. Please sign.

Jamie Minton Austin, TX 2015-10-03 pine street station is what is makes Austin a great city,, not these glass

buildings with no life that are replacing everything.

Sarah Parrish Austin, TX 2015-10-03 to save an amazing place that has done so much for east austin and is getting

railroaded unfairly by capital metro

Dudeman Delahou Austin, TX 2015-10-03 Gentrification of the original Austin.

susan fisher Austin, TX 2015-10-03 My son is an artist

Kerry Lokey Scotts Valley, CA 2015-10-04 It is near and dear to my heart

scott St.John Ft.Worth, TX 2015-10-04 Its the rt thing to do!

Stephen Wright Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I love these buildings, so much history, so much art!

Brian Joseph Brooklyn, NY 2015-10-05 Preserve historical landmarks in East Austin.

Jason  Ice Austin, TX 2015-10-05 This was materializing into a cool community spot and it was l/has been really

heart breaking to see it locked up and empty...

Ruth Glendinning Austin, TX 2015-10-05 Reji created an amazing space long before East Austin was 'discovered'. This

is the history that made Austin magic.

Eric Rodriguez Austin, TX 2015-10-05 This is a great art studio with some of the best and interesting artists I've had

the pleasure of meeting and becoming friends with.  Great location.  Also artists

from surrounding places know of this place.  It would be a sad day in the austin

art community to see this building taken away.

Deborah Tolar Santa Fe, NM 2015-10-05 Art wonderland should not be destroyed! Creative genius in place since at least

1979!

Jason Manley Austin, TX 2015-10-05 Creative culture requires venues of all sorts, and the roots of Austin are not

grown in multi-million dollar venues, corporate chain coffee shops, or the like.

Austin thrives because it has places for artists to plant their seeds and grow.

The gardens require protection.

Duggan Flanakin Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I have frequented Hope Market for years, and art shows there.

David Lamplugh Austin,, TX 2015-10-05 Honestly?  Because the city basically bumrushed artists who made the east

side cool enough for yuppies to live there, and then announced they might put

in a stupid Walmart.  That's why.



Name Location Date Comment

Whitney Victory II Albuquerque, NM 2015-10-05 CapMetro tried to manhandle a disabled vet, cost her over 100K direct and

100K on the building, had her harassed and put 2000 artists out on the street

on land my family signed over years ago.

Alicia Evans Austin, TX 2015-10-05 Pine Street Station is the core of Creativity, Art, and a way of life for many Artist

in Austin Texas.  Pine Street Station has inspired Glass Artistist, painters,

publishers, writers, entertainers, cartoonists and many more countless

individuals that have contributed to the feel and beauty of Austin Texas.  To

loose the Mecca and the need of expression through Art in the center of Austin

Texas will be a travesty to the culture that made Austin, Austin.  All this was

made possible by Rejina Thomas.  Rejina Thomas is a pillar for the Austin art

scene and should alway be the pillar that holds the craddle for inspired up and

coming Artists. Amen

LaTonya Foster Sugar Land, TX 2015-10-05 I know of a handful of artists who apprenticed at the stone carving workshop at

pinestreet or with Reji Thomas' studio.

Jennifer Rosas Austin, TX 2015-10-05 Why destroy everything that made Austin to make Austin.

Chuck Becker Austin, TX 2015-10-05 Because Austin is losing to many historic buildings to new construction

Kathleen Peschel Austin, TX 2015-10-05 Save the Station!!

Martha Quinn Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I want to preserve as much of old Austin as possible.

Cathleen Day Austin, TX 2015-10-05 These modest frame buildings communicate "Old Austin," in a way a museum

exhibit never can. Walking into this art studio was like time-traveling to decades

past, when our town had many small workshops for black smithing, harness

making, tool making and other trades.

Please, preserve this small example of the true "olden days."

jeff berry Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I spent 3 years working inside pine street station in the late 90's early 00's for

both Register Thomas glass studio and Archaic stone who shared the building

at that time. I have been in pine street within the last year and while it does

require work it is still quite structurally sound and is piece right out of history

and once it's gone we will never get it back.  No one will be fighting to save the

commercial Plaza slated to replace it a hundred years from now if it even lasts

that long. Is that not reason enough alone?

Issa Artoonist Santa Fe, NM 2015-10-05 I am signing this petition because community spaces for artists are dearly

important.

Bak Zoumanigui Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I support the Austin art community.

Russell Porter Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I'd like this landmark preserved... Thanks

joey hudgins Austin, TX 2015-10-05 save it please! We're losing our identity every day

Alexa Ray Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I'm tired of seeing landmarks like this demolished and not creatively

incorporated into new development.  Please consider keeping this landmark

alive.

Zach Knox Spring, TX 2015-10-05 I've performed there, witnessed spectacles of amazing talent and beauty there

and I'm sick of Austin destroying that which used to make it great

stuart casey Austin, TX 2015-10-05 This is one of east austin's crown jewels.  If Pine Street Station were to

disappear, it'd be a blow to the community that lives East Austin's mantra of

originality, expression and collaboration, as well as the communities that visit

the area regularly to get a taste of that life.

Carolyn Pavlik Kalamazoo, MI 2015-10-05 Historic building...great artist

Wendy kyle Topanga, CA 2015-10-05 I luv Pine St station! It's an important part of the community.



Name Location Date Comment

Kyle Wilson Austin, TX 2015-10-05 It doesn't need to be changed, it has more worth than that of a brand new

Condo. Many soul's have passed through these walls.

Natalie Scott Austin, TX 2015-10-05 the cultural events and community impact that Pine Street Station has provided

for Austin over the past 30 years.

brooke gonzales Taylor, TX 2015-10-05 I love the pine st. Station!

Kathryn Millan Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I have attended many arts events, readings and musical events at Pine Street

Station, as well as the farmer's market.  I have supported Reji in her community

endeavors and have been one of the artists that was able to have a presence

at EAST because she makes her space available to others.  It is a marvelous

old building with beautiful trees.  It is nice to keep a semblance of old Austin.

This city has sold its soul to developers.  There are already many apartments

on that stretch.  We can't have the apartment complexes everywhere.  This old

station has so much character.  It sits so well on its corner.  It is a soothing

place, actually, with the old trees around it.  Please preserve some historic

aspects of East Austin.

Manuel Arsiaga Waco, TX 2015-10-05 I want to save Pine Street Station it has been an oasis of art culture music and

an atmosphere that has not only kept Austin weird but also been the driving

force behind being creative here in the Austin area they gave artists a home

away from home. 

Nevin Watkins Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I love this place.

Jeffrey Edwards Austin, TX 2015-10-05 10 years of my blood sweat and tears are in that building.

Alvaro Zermeno Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I have great memories here as a participant of many of their great art shows

Sebastien Coles Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I've had many good memories in this building and it has character and a history

and life to it. Tearing down things senselessly for progress sake is ridiculous.

Let the city retain some of it's former identity. Let it still have a soul. Slow down

and stop gentrification. It doesn't have to be like this.

Cynthia Alderete-Earle Wimberley, TX 2015-10-05 Save Pine Street Studio

Save the arts!

Angel Laveaux Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I love this place.

Brandon Wallace Austin, TX 2015-10-05 We need our artistic and historic centers intact in our community. Regi Thomas

owns the Pine Street Station. To take it from her only to give it to another,

wealthier constituent that will further develop a new set of high-rises and/or

trendy shops is unacceptable, and not the purpose of eminent domain (unless

the seizure is for legitimate public use).

helen daley chelsea, MI 2015-10-05 I have spent happy hours in this building. It is important that Austin retain the

buildings and features which make it the special quirky city which it is and we

dearly hope it remains.

Jean Marie Pennington Albuquerque, NM 2015-10-05 I am a supporter of Austin culture.

Acacia Mack Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I learned a lot there.

Harald Nicolas Stazol Germany 2015-10-05 I love history

Becky Schmitz Austin, TX 2015-10-05 Pine Street Station is one of the only in house artist communities available in

Austin. Not only does it give artist's and patrons a like a place to share and

indulge in artistic culture, but it is a historic landmark. The seizure of this

property was a great mistake, demolishing this landmark will ruin a HUGE part

of what the Austin art scene is all about. To anyone attacking this opportunistic

land mark, SHAME ON YOU!

Jeffrey Turrow Moorpark, CA 2015-10-05 I trust my fellow associates and their causes to save historical landmarks



Name Location Date Comment

Clair Cole Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I want to keep Austin the genuine, creative, beautiful city I grew up in.

Marisol Andres Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I love and support Pine Street Station

Shannon Fannin Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I am an artist that has shown with this gallery twice. This is an Austin landmark.

Reji and her staff have always supports local artists, and it would be

heartbreaking to lose such an important venue.

Mary Baughman Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I support local artists.

Angelina Zulas Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I'm signing because this building means so much to so many. Artists from all

over this city and beyond have used this space as a collaborative way to

showcase  artistry and culture to the community.

Kimberly Huey Round Rock, TX 2015-10-05 Save Pine St. STation! It's an Austin landmark! One of the first places which

struck my eye when I moved here from MX city...a new found painter with a lost

guitar.

F. Hunter Jones Austin, TX 2015-10-05 That building was a piece of Austin and nurturing place for dozens of artists to

collaborate and grow.  It cannot be replaced.  You would be destroying a piece

of what made Austin so great to begin with.

Stacy Rodolph Austin, TX 2015-10-05 I support Pine St Station and don't want it to be torn down!

jules esh Chicago, IL 2015-10-05 Austin and the character that attracts so many to the city is being torn to the

ground without a second thought to make room for high rises, chains and

parking lots.  It's disgusting and a real shame.  Sad.  Wish we would take the

time to appreciate these special places and find sustainable ways to keep

Austin, Austin.

Luis Giraldo Austin, TX 2015-10-05 This is art and austin east side and city wide history

Debra  Hines Austin, TX 2015-10-05 It is a historic landmark that should be preserved for the community.

rebecca lobas Seven Hills, OH 2015-10-05 I want to keep Austin weird!!

Nickole Bobley Spring, TX 2015-10-06 I am signing because my friend Hunter Jones produced art here. It is a special

place where art is sacred and artists exchange ideas and support one another.

Places like this are important to society at large. Keep it as is -- a home for

artists to do their work. Thank you.

Dan LYnch Austin, TX 2015-10-06 the space is a creative venue for up and coming artists of all types. Austin is

quickly loosing affordable performance and gallery space in the city.

Melissa McCall Sedro-Woolley, WA 2015-10-06 I am an artist from Austin TX and Pine Street Station is a place where artists

and people alike can coexist in a creative space and share ideas, good times

and good art. It is a collaborative underground artist community that thrives

here and it's an Austin staple for artisans alike to expand so please let us keep

this beautiful space that inspires so many people.

Brian Hill Austin, TX 2015-10-06 love this place!

Andrew Fender Austin, TX 2015-10-06 I'm signing because I want to keep my city the way it has always been.

Jennifer Ramirez Austin, TX 2015-10-06 I'm in support of saving Pine Street as a venue for the love & support it has

shown to local art & artists, focusing on art that is raw, unique & on the fringe.

This is where I first truly immersed myself into the local art scene & met many

of the artist I now call friends.

Berlynn Rojas Pflugerville, TX 2015-10-06 Pine street hold a lot of memories and history!

Mary Gordon New York, NY 2015-10-06 Because saving it is the right thing to do to save the artistic soul of Austin.

Collin Decker Denton, TX 2015-10-06 You're a fool if you don't.

Nicole Cruz Austin, TX 2015-10-06 sacred land inches

Thryn Murray Chicago, IL 2015-10-06 I love this place.



Name Location Date Comment

Jonathan King Austin, TX 2015-10-06 This city has lost its soul and the city officials don't give a rat's a** because they

are as corrupt as much as governor Wheels.

Pamela Crawford Austin, TX 2015-10-06 The history of Austin is being demolished and replaced with sterile non descript

lofts.

Lets save some of our culture!

Holli Winfree Austin, TX 2015-10-06 this is what makes Austin, Austin. Keep our history alive! It's so important for

our community and to share these amazing landmarks to friends/family who

travel to see Austin. It's comforting to live in a community that has culture and

history. 

Our austinites love to show our new friends what we love about our city. If this

continues, what exactly will we love anymore? Austin is special! After being in

another state for 11 years I made my way back, as the city and the amazing

people here pulled me back to my home. A home in which I barely recognize.

However, what remains I hold dear, as so many others do.

Barbara Kirkendall Laguna Hills, CA 2015-10-06 I lived in Austin and remember the historic building and want to save it for

future generations

Sandy Collins Austin, TX 2015-10-06 I'm interesting in saving what little left of Austin there is.

Andrew Kownacki Leander, TX 2015-10-06 I am disheartened with the changes I have seen in the city of Austin since I've

moved here. The displacement of local culture by wealthy living in high rise

condos dictating what to do about the music on 6th street, and actually winning

is idiotic, the removal of the food trailers on south congress, and I am fervent

about an artists space where they work. Many people do not know the difficulty

in procuring such a space, and beaches the affluent often describe it as an

eyesore, it shouldn't give the offended eye to do a damn thing about it. Austin

needs its flavor of funky things and the people who make it unique.

Don  Cowley Pflugerville, TX 2015-10-06 I want to

William Heath Austin, TX 2015-10-06 Im signing this petition because developers are looting the East Austin

recklessly displacing many people. The record jumps in property values are

harming creative communities and forcing manu people to leave our city.

Tom Blacker London, United Kingdom 2015-10-06 I wish you luck in saving your businesses

jacob mauldin austin, TX 2015-10-06 Artistic expression as well as newer heritage is extremely important to stay true

to and to recognize the beautiful things that made this city so amazing, and

cherish them.

Sardo Numspa Austin, TX 2015-10-06 Art

Nora Hansel Austin, TX 2015-10-06 I grew up in Austin and have seen it change a lot. Pine st station is a piece of

old austin community and while we can't stop changes from happening, we can

refuse to let a vital piece of culture be destroyed.

Debi Sigrest Pflugerville, TX 2015-10-06 Austin as changed so much in my lifetime that I want to keep as much of it the

same as possible.

Jacob Wilson Austin, TX 2015-10-06 pine st station is part of the history of this city. It has been kept in excellent

condition. Save more than toilet rooms!!

Michael Thomas Austin, TX 2015-10-06 Keep Austin weird and classy.

Shauna Woullard Austin, TX 2015-10-06 Pine Street Station has been a vital part of the East Austin art scene and

should be recognized as an Austin Historic Landmark.

Noe Flores Tempe, AZ 2015-10-06 Keep art alive

Amy Beaman Burbank, CA 2015-10-06 I'm a realtor, if like to change development some day.

sherrill broussard San Antonio, TX 2015-10-06 An artist created  his art there.



Name Location Date Comment

logan pentecost Austin, TX 2015-10-07 I have loved this place, and have helped set up many shows here.  This place

is like a home, and so many memories for SXSW were made here

shannon boxell Austin, TX 2015-10-07 The art culture in this City makes it a unique and wonderful place. This is what

needs to be preserved in Austin

Nancy Yslas Austin, TX 2015-10-07 Freedom of art is an expression of humanity, history of austin need to no

disapear

Louis Castillo Austin, TX 2015-10-07 Save Austin.

staci wilt spring, TX 2015-10-07 austin doesn't need another crane or high rise condo in it's skyline.

Jennifer Kleiman Austin, TX 2015-10-07 We need to keep some of what made austin the great creative city it is instead

of building more freakin' condos

Carol Nichols Austin, TX 2015-10-07 We're losing too much to develop every square foot of Austin. Save this

property.

Jacob Koehler Austin, TX 2015-10-07 Apparently you have to sign things all the time to keep culture alive in Austin

anymore.

Ruben Gaztambide Austin, TX 2015-10-07 We are destroying our city and all its character in the name of profit

david braddy austin, TX 2015-10-07 I love my town.  Stop the development.  Keep old places.  Please.  Do it.

Mollie Gattin Waxahachie, TX 2015-10-07 Historical buildings should be preserved.

Emily Steinberg Austin, TX 2015-10-07 Preserve Austin's history and uniqueness!

Raul Jimenez Tyler, TX 2015-10-07 Local art needs a place to live and thrive. Please don't tear this place down!

Bug Davidson Roxbury, MA 2015-10-07 I saw Reji Thomas speak before the commission end of last month, I support

her efforts and think her work should be honored, not thrown away for fat cat

developers.

Natassia Smith Austin, TX 2015-10-07 There are other alternatives to demo! Keep it as a cultural center as well as a

transportation hub!

Adrienne Balkany Austin, TX 2015-10-07 This is historic and needs to be preserved.  Find something else to tear down.

Kelsey Moore Tampa, FL 2015-10-07 This artist/owner was awesome and a big influence on young artists. His studio

needs to stay!! Please don't bulldoze MORE of Austin's history!!

Emily Francis Austin, TX 2015-10-07 ive showed art here before, they opened their doors to me as a young artist,

they deserve to keep their doors open.

Karoline Spence Austin, TX 2015-10-07 I'm signing because we shouldn't do away with all of the things that give Austin

character.

Genevieve Grinstad Austin, TX 2015-10-07 I want the community who lives in the neighborhood to have a say in what

buildings get demolished, and how the pace of the place we live and work

changes.

Natalie Lake Austin, TX 2015-10-08 I love this building. It meets every definition of historical. It is a piece of art

history of old Austin. Please keep it.

Traa Anders Austin, TX 2015-10-08 This site is an integral part of Austin's history and a big part of the art

community here.

Breanna Johnson Austin, TX 2015-10-08 Love this place!

Therese Spina Buda, TX 2015-10-08 I'm an artist too! AND I love Austin.

Margery SEGAL Austin, TX 2015-10-08 Art Matters ! There is no Austin without the Arts!

Kim Fusch Dallas, TX 2015-10-08 The unfair shenanigans of corporate greed shouldn't be able to ride rough-

shod, bully and intimidate the community

Ross Daniels Austin, TX 2015-10-09 This place is Austin. Cap Metro has done a dirty deal. Growth should not force

the people that make this city what makes it so special out.
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alice inman Bertram, TX 2015-10-09 We need to save austin historical landmarks

shawna Purdy-Beaver Harrisburg, PA 2015-10-09 we nee to keep some of our past in our present

Alissa zachary Austin, TX 2015-10-09 I love Reji's work.

Julie Carey Austin, TX 2015-10-09 History is more important than real estate. Preserving the past is essential for

society.

Jeanette Coers Austin, TX 2015-10-09 This studio and Reji have been a part of my life and Austin ' s history since

1979. To destroy these buildings would be a final insult to Austin.

Tim Walker Austin, TX 2015-10-09 Love my city

Franchesca Maurer Austin, TX 2015-10-09 Because Austin lose sing to many historical landmarks. The madness needs to

stop

Marcy Villafana Cedar Park, TX 2015-10-10 Save PineSteeet

Ryan Lilly Katy, TX 2015-10-11 I love austin tx

LUIS ZARATE Austin, TX 2015-10-11 Need to keep city heritage

Robert Roman Austin, TX 2015-10-11 History

Tami fisher Austin, TX 2015-10-11 That building is bad ass!! The east side needs to keep some old

Benjamin Cumberbatch Austin, TX 2015-10-12 No more condos, they're destroying what made Austin one of the best places

to grow up and destroying the artistic culture that Keeps Austin Weird

Janelle Nelson Cedar Park, TX 2015-10-12 because i love austin

Catherine Mayer Austin, TX 2015-10-12 There is no East Side without those places that are precious to the East Side

Jeryd Lykins Austin, TX 2015-10-12 This is my hometown and I respect and believe anything that keeps this are

home and original. I miss my old Skyline but I embrace my new one

kathy mendez Austin, TX 2015-10-12 This is a landmark

Carianne Schulte austin, TX 2015-10-12 There is a certain point where the spirit and soul of what makes Austin will be

completely gone.

Virginia l Austin, TX 2015-10-12 Always keep the history in Austin!

Ronny Smith Hutto, TX 2015-10-12 Once you tear it down you destroy forever a sense of history.  But go ahead it

you want to become another Scottsdale.  I believe they tear down and build

something worse in its place every 3 yeaOrs.

Llory Wilson Port Townsend, WA 2015-10-13 Pine Street Station housed the creative soul and spirit of Reji Thomas for

decades. Because of her vision, many more artists created there as well. To

demolish a vortex of creativity- is this what Austin lets happen?

Nailah I Akinyemi-

Sankofa

Austin, TX 2015-10-14 I'm signing because this art space is/was a vital and much needed support

system for the arts in [East] Austin. Pine Street Station is an important/iconic

space in Austin and has historical significance Austin art scene; as well as

Austin history. No other space like this existed before Reji Thomas

created/opened it and none will probably ever come again if it is taken away.

Tearing down this space would be like tearing down a historic church, the tower

at UT or picking up and moving Lady Bird Lake. We need this space and

history to remain in place and supported!

Adrienne Isom Austin, TX 2015-10-14 It is essential that we preserve historic buildings, and items. What is Austin if

Tourist come here and there is nothing left to visit except lofts, temporary

entertainment events, and restaurants. Before and after Tourist attend their

events, they like to tour the history of an area. What's going on here?

Adrienne Isom - Travis County Historic Commission

Michael Spurlin Austin, TX 2015-10-15 We have to preserve the parts of Austin that are important before they are all

gone!
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Debb Womack Geyserville, CA 2015-10-19 I have know Reji for forty years and she helped make the current Great Austin

you know and love possible. Reji's artistic contributions and her mentoring

other artists is partially responsible for creating a World renown Austin. Tear it

down you stupid selfish POSs and you help yank down part of artistic

foundation of a special town.

Alison Northup Austin, TX 2015-10-19 I want E. Austin to retain some of it's quirkiness and artsyness in the face of

rapid development.

Alexis Poole Austin, TX 2015-10-19 It's a landmark. We don't need more condos

Stephanie Phillips San Marcos, TX 2015-10-19 It's important to have a space for the arts and to preserve Austin's historic

spaces.

Ryan Tew Shreveport, LA 2015-10-20 This spot should be preserved for what Austin represents. If we build over

everything that Austin is and stands for then we lose Austin.

daniel cruz Austin, TX 2015-10-20 This place is a lamdmark. 30+ history also art installed in the capital by the

artist who owned it. You are going to kick out a artist that helped restore the

capital and is a lamdmark of racial transgressions?

Toni Minardi Austin, TX 2015-10-20 I love Pine Street Station and Reji is one of the nicest people I have ever met.

Austin needs ART.

Cole Pettis Austin, TX 2015-10-20 Preservation is a thing!

Rose Russo austin, TX 2015-10-20 I am a native Austinite and I have many memories at the pine street station. I

hope the venue will be around for a long time!

roderick fierro austin, TX 2015-10-20 I love this place

Lisa Fragoso Del Valle, TX 2015-10-20 It's a truly original piece of Austin.

Joanna Vandiver Austin, TX 2015-10-20 Pine Street Station is awesome!

Hollie Meador Manor, TX 2015-10-20 I'm tired of everything that makes Austin AUSTIN getting torn down.

Ruben Gaztambide Austin, TX 2015-10-20 Austin will lose all of the personality that makes it such a wonderful city if we

continue to destroy the bastions of artistry and creativity to make way for

soulless mixed use condominiums and housing complexes. We need to stop

destroying what makes this city so appealing in the first place if we want to

keep our soul and not surrender to 'progress'.

Maggie Duval Austin, TX 2015-10-20 I'm fatigued that there is no sense of holding a place and character of our fair

city in the midst of massive development. If it's all development, there is no

character; there is no soul that makes people want to be here in the first place.

Kari Coggins Manor, TX 2015-10-20 Quit taking away Austin's history!!!!!

Zachry Fragapane Austin, TX 2015-10-20 We need this so bad

Kallie Compton Austin, TX 2015-10-20 because I've been going to the events at pine street for years and think it is a

quintissential part of what makes Austin unique.

Brec Sites Hutchinson, KS 2015-10-20 This is maybe the ONLY artistic landmark remaining in town. Growth is fine, but

please remember what the foundation for Austin's growth was. It was the

cultural music and art that made Austin so magical.

wolf sittler Austin, TX 2015-10-20 We need to maintain some of our connection with our past.

Michelle Elbert Georgetown, TX 2015-10-20 We all we have are places to live, where will we go to make it worth living

there?

Esther Johnson Austin, TX 2015-10-20 Stop tearing down our culture!

Margaret Adie Austin, TX 2015-10-20 The Pine Street Station should be saved!

Charles Keeling Austin, TX 2015-10-20 If we tear up everything that has made Austin so cool... then it won't be.
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allison Vaughn Austin, TX 2015-10-20 Austin needs to cherish roots along with spreading out new branches.

Maxxfield Smith Dickinson, TX 2015-10-20 Austin is my hometown, the renovations need to stop!

Ted Barrow New York, NY 2015-10-20 Austin's artistic history is vital to its future as a destination city

Nick Baxter Fort Collins, CO 2015-10-20 I love austin

Diane Colvard Leander, TX 2015-10-20 Austin is a part of our Texas roots!! It's my hometown.  Don't destroy our

heritage!

Kyle Cook Oak Ridge, NC 2015-10-20 To save this historic art studio !

Marissa Mercer pflugerville, TX 2015-10-20 Quit changing our city!!!

Karina Cooper Austin, TX 2015-10-20 Keep our history! This type of stuff is part of what makes us so great.

Syle Syle darktide, TX 2015-10-20 Don't let Austin lose a piece of history just for a few bucks. Keep it diverse and

rich

Albert Nelson Colorado Springs, CO 2015-10-20 Austin is a special place; please keep it that way.

Cecily Dennis Austin, TX 2015-10-20 This city needs its history. Pine street has served as a community building

space for decades. But most importantly it is a diverse space allowing for an

opportunity for diversity to flourish. It is rare and valuable space in our very

segregated city.

Jamey Simmons Austin, TX 2015-10-20 I'm signing because I'm tired of all the things that make Austin "Austin" are

getting torn down and replaced with bland corporate crap buildings and chain

stores and restaurants.

Larry Klemm Austin, TX 2015-10-20 We need to keep what makes Austin,Austin!!!!

Nick Corona Del Valle, TX 2015-10-20 I Love Art!!!

Benjamin Howard Austin, TX 2015-10-20 Because Austin is in danger of losing everything that isn't part of UT or the

State of Texas.

Sara Egner Austin, TX 2015-10-20 This is a culturally important space for Austin.

Cheryl Smith Austin, TX 2015-10-20 I want to keep the soul of Austin intact. I'm a Native Austinite.

Kristopher Schulze Austin, TX 2015-10-20 Austin should be preserved.

Laura Caffrey Austin, TX 2015-10-20 Let's not tear everything down, OK?

William Shropshire Washington, DC 2015-10-20 friends and supporter of Reji, local art, and Austin culture.

Dennis Bratvold Austin, TX 2015-10-20 I love this place and it's a staple of Austin culture. We need to keep venues like

this alive for the locals to have a place to thrive.

Stephen Hurdle Richmond, TX 2015-10-20 The purpose of life is to create!!! This space needs to stay alive & respected!

Christa Daszko Austin, TX 2015-10-20 This is a great, unusual, and very Austin venue. Tear this one down and

another piece of Austin's soul is gone.

Laradus Myers Austin, TX 2015-10-20 I want to see the soul of Austin survive beyond corporate sponsorship.

Forrest Lloyd Austin, TX 2015-10-20 i love this place

Victoria  Reyes Kyle, TX 2015-10-20 I care!

umar nazier paramaribo, Suriname 2015-10-20 I grew up in Austin and this building contributed to everything I love about my

25 years in this wonderful city.

Robert Smith Austin, TX 2015-10-20 i must

Shawn Mann Bentonville, AR 2015-10-20 amazinf artifacts

Harry Pierce Austin, TX 2015-10-20 I support artistic roots and education.

Thomas King Austin, TX 2015-10-20 I like it the way it is. Some crumb of  erstwhile days, such as the studio of Reji

Thomas, should be spared the relentless scythe of progress.



Name Location Date Comment

Josh Robertson Goldsmith, TX 2015-10-20 It's right.

Carol morris Austin, TX 2015-10-20 Because this is a landmark in austin.

rachel porter Austin, TX 2015-10-20 I've lived in Austin for a long time and I believe we need to preserve some of

the historical spots to preserve the essence of this city

Jamie Lee Austin, TX 2015-10-20 I care!

Naomi Elliott Corpus Christi, TX 2015-10-20 Art in it's many forms is what makes life worth living. This building has always

supported artists in Austin and encouraged the special spark that makes the

city unique. We shouldn't let Austin become a generic shell of its originality and

potential. We need this building downtown because it is not just a physical

structure. Its part of the intangible soul.

Cory Loflin Austin, TX 2015-10-20 I want to keep this unique local venue.

Claudia Parker Austin, TX 2015-10-20 We need to save the spirit and anything remotely interesting as far as Austin

architecture goes. It really has become epidemic that interesting older buildings

are being replaced by really boring new construction. We have never been

blessed with very much beautuful architecture.  In addiion this a building of

historical signifucance. I am very sure that things can be done to this

building/series to keep it viable and useful in the community and to show some

of the history of Austin.

Hayley Fassnidge Austin, TX 2015-10-20 I'm hate history destroyed

Chris Limon Austin, TX 2015-10-20 Im an artist born & living in the Eastside an its important to keep this site

opporating for Eastside Artist!

Tara Prien Austin, TX 2015-10-20 Austin culture is too often and too quickly sacrificed in the name of "progress"

because our city council cares only about money rather than what makes this

city unique and fantastic.

Jocelyn Chaney Round Rock, TX 2015-10-20 I'm signing to save what little historic memories we have left in our beautiful

city.

Dan Bosan Austin, TX 2015-10-20 we can't replace the essence of this city.

Lauren Hovey Dripping Springs, TX 2015-10-20 I love that place. Very fond memories.

Diana McPherson Arlington, TX 2015-10-20 Because I feel it should be.

Kat McTee Austin, TX 2015-10-20 I'm sick of this BS.

Jesse Kelly-Landes Austin, TX 2015-10-20 Is nothing sacred in East Austin anymore? I'm watching almost all affordable

art studios, venues, and small business locations be demolished in favor of

unending rows of condos. This destroys businesses, Austin's culture,

affordable living spaces, not to mention the flow of traffic. We have got to start

holding on to the few treasures we still have in East Austin.

Joseph asaro austin, TX 2015-10-20 to save the character of our city from wanton development

Amanda Andrew Austin, TX 2015-10-20 Because tearing down historic buildings sucks!

Jason Goolsby Austin, TX 2015-10-20 Been there a few times for the east austin studio tour, multiple music shows,

and art shows. Also worked on a film project here as a location for the film. Its a

classic/historical venue anf would hate to see this place go.


